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Introduction to Meningiomas
- WHO Grades: (according to histopathology)

Grade 1: Benign Grade 2: Atypical Grade 3: Malignant

Grade 1.5: Histologically grade 1, can invade and recur (Ferreira et al)
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Presentation Notes
Tumor originating in the meninges(membranes that surround your brain and spinal cord)Most common type of primary brain tumor account for 30% of all brain tumorsvery diverse type of tumorpress against the brain or spinal cord  Grade 1:→ Non-aggressive	grows slowly and is non-cancerous•Benign•Grows slowly•Distinct bordersGRADE 1.5:•Histologically considered as Grade 1•Can invade = difficult to resect•Recurrence similar to II and IIIsGrade2:→ Grows faster, may progress	between non-cancerous and cancerous•15-20%•Becoming malignant•Grows fast•Tend to recurGrade3:→ Invades other parts of the brain	cancerous	can grow and spread very quickly•1-4%•Malignant•Grows fast•Tend to recur•Invades adjacent areasTreatment:ObservationOnly Surgery for Grade 1Surgery and radiotherapy for Grade 2 & 3** note: normally grade 1 (benign) meningiomas are completely removed with surgery and do not need radiation → however there are findings that when patients are treated with radiation after the extraction of benign tumors, they may come back with more aggressive tumors later on. This sparked an interest in our lab and led to the second phase of our lab’s study 



Challenges of Meningiomas 
No chemotherapy Radio-resistant tumors

RESEARCH
Find biomarkers to improve early diagnosis, 

predict radioresistance, and develop 
chemotherapy treatments 
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No chemotherapy Find biomarkers to improve diagnosis and treatment Enable finding meningiomas earlier and possibly determine grade prior to surgeryEither develop chemotherapy option or improve radio-therapyRadio-resistanceIt has been found that some patients treated for grade 1 meningiomas with surgery and radiation develop recurring tumors, suggesting radio-resistanceTreatment:ObservationSurgeryradiation** note: normally grade 1 (benign) meningiomas are completely removed with surgery and do not need radiation → however there are findings that when patients are treated with radiation after the extraction of benign tumors, they may come back with more aggressive tumors later on. This sparked an interest in our lab and led to the second phase of our lab’s study 



Research
In our lab:
- Patient Specimens
- Human Meningioma

Cell Cultures
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Human meningioma cell lines are used as models for in vitro studies patient specimens → from surgery extractionWestern blots → to study different levels of protein expression and phosphorylation in different meningioma grades and after radiotherapyFOR EXAMPLE: Identify molecules that are more active in aggressive and radioresistant tumors to be used as targets for new therapies 



Our Focus
Characterize differential regulation of:
- AKAP12
- phospho-RB1 S780
- NF2 (Merlin)
- p53
- SMAD2/3

} Conclusive findings!  
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We chose these proteins because they were detected in proteomic studies previously performed by our lab → and we wanted to validate these results. 



Western Blot Protocol 

Step 6
Revelation 
Imaging 

**Then repeat to quantify with Beta-actin 

Step 1
Perform 
electrophoresis

Step 2
Transference

Step 3
Block

Step 4
Incubate with 
primary antibody

Step 5
Incubate with 
secondary antibody
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Gel electrophoresis- Day 1Protein samples from cell lines and patient specimensSeparates proteins by molecular weight, with heavier proteins staying towards the top and lighter proteins at the bottom2. Transfer- Day 1/OvernightUse electricity to transfer proteins from gel to PVDF membrane3. Block- Day 2Depending on the protein we are trying to identify, we block with BSA or powdered milk to prevent unspecific binding of the primary antibody 4. Incubate with primary antibody - Day 2/overnightWe incubate the blocked membrane with an antibody that will bind to our desired protein5. Incubate with the secondary antibody -Day 3The anti-mouse or anti-rabbit that binds to the prior antibody to ensure strong specificitySecondary antibody is conjugated HRP, which will result in chemiluminescence 6. Revelation- Day 3Add ECL substrate (hydrogen peroxide) to activate chemiluminescenceUse machine to take picture of bands giving off chemiluminescence**Repeat steps 3-6 with primary antibody for beta-actin to use as control when quantifying bands - Days 3-4Densitometry analysisusing a computer program we quantify the chemiluminescence of the bands to determine how much protein is being expressed and phosphorylated.  



ß-actin

AKAP12

Differential Expression Levels of 
AKAP12 Across Meningioma Grades



Differential Phosphorylation Levels 
of RB1 Across Meningioma Grades

RB1 S780

ß-actin



Conclusion 

AKAP12 and RB1 are downregulated across the meningioma grades

ß-actin
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AKAP12 and RB1 are down regulated across the meningioma grades



Our Hypothesis

- AKAP12 and RB1 downregulation may be 
linked to aggressiveness in meningiomas

- AKAP12 and RB1 may participate in the same 
phosphorylation cascade

- AKAP12 and RB1 are involved in the cell cycle
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AKAP12 may be upstream of the CDK/Cyclin Kinases that phosphorylate RB1 in the same phosphorylation cascadeThe Cyclin regulate RB1 phosphorylation at this particular phosphorylation site… so since the AKAP12 activates CDKs/cyclin kinases there may be a between all three through a phosphorylation cascade Since these 2 proteins are well known to be involved in the cell cycle. We hypothesize that AKAP12 and RB1 are involved in cell cycle deregulation in high grade (aggressive) meningiomasFurther testing is necessary to validate this.More research is still ongoing investigating the other proteins to find other trends and associations across meningioma grades.
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